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ABOUT

theCHIVE

theCHIVE is a multi-million dollar lifestyle brand targeted at the millennial
demographic. The average Chiver, as fans call themselves, is 28,
college-educated, makes $60,000 a year, and likes to drink beer. Seventy-three
percent of their audience are men. theCHIVE expanded their brand to include
an eCommerce site with The Chivery in 2011. Continuing with their witty
sense of humor, The Chivery caters to the fast-paced nature of the internet
with clever, topical, current, and comfortable t-shirts and other apparel along
with an assortment of other small items.

POWERED BY

THE

PROBLEM
The Chivery has been working with SearchSpring on their
desktop and dedicated mobile site for more than two years.
After seeing tremendous improvement in relevancy and
customer engagement across search and navigation on both
sites, The Chivery’s executive team wanted to create a
dedicated experience for their audience and started by
analyzing their customer base to better understand how and
when they were interacting with the brand. This led them to
understand that customers were shopping from desktop and
mobile, but also wanted a deeper experience with the brand
when they were on the go.

Catering to the needs of such a large and diverse audience of
modern buyers is very complicated. The behaviors of users
change depending on their context. Desktop users are typically
the ones that are most ready to buy, but they’re also limited by
their device. Mobile shoppers can take their browsing and
buying experience anywhere, but they are sometimes impeded
by slow data speeds, battery life, and are often distracted by
their surroundings and incoming notifications. App users are
even more unique, often seeking a highly intuitive and fast UX.
These users also count on a continuity that will allow them to
shop on a cross-device basis, perhaps beginning their shopping
on one device, and completing it on another. At the same time,
all of these users share the common needs of speed and
relevancy.

LAST YEAR, WE SET INTERNAL GOALS TO
EXPAND THE REACH OF THE CHIVERY. AS
A MEDIA AND COMMERCE COMPANY, THE
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE IS VERY
IMPORTANT TO US AND TO OUR FANS. WE
WANTED TO MAKE SURE THAT OUR SITES
AND MOBILE APPS DELIVERED THE SAME
GREAT SHOPPING EXPERIENCE. SINCE
WE’VE HAD SUCH GREAT SUCCESS WITH
SEARCHSPRING, WE TRUSTED THEM TO
EXPAND AND BRING THEIR RELEVANCY TO
OUR NEW MOBILE APP.
ZACHARY LEE | SENIOR DIRECTOR OF THE CHIVERY

THE

SOLUTION
The Chivery recently integrated the Relevancy API in their brand new iPhone
app due to its flexibility and ease of integration with iOS. The API made it simple
to integrate the same relevancy algorithm that had delivered results on their
desktop and mobile sites into The Chivery’s mobile app.
The API was used to power site search, autocomplete and their category pages
in the app. Using the Relevancy API ensured The Chivery could deliver the
speed, relevant results and seamless UI/UX that are paramount in the mobile
experience.

THE

RESULTS
With the help of SearchSpring’s Relevancy Platform, The Chivery saw
improvements across all major engagement metrics in the past year. Mobile
search conversions increased by more than 10%, while bounce rates decreased
dramatically even as their business has grown by 30% in that same time period.
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SEARCHSPRING HAS BEEN A GREAT
PARTNER OF OURS FOR YEARS AND HAS
HELPED US SCALE OUR BUSINESS. THE
RELEVANCY PLATFORM HAS ALLOWED US
TO CREATE ENGAGING AND UNIQUE
EXPERIENCES THAT MATCH OUR BRAND
VOICE AND GOALS. THEY HAVE ALSO
HELPED US MAINTAIN CONSISTENTLY
HIGH CONVERSION RATES AND
ENGAGEMENT METRICS OVER THE YEARS,
AND HAVE SAVED US COUNTLESS HOURS
OF MANUAL WORK.
ZACHARY LEE | SENIOR DIRECTOR OF THE CHIVERY
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